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This is a continuing series of articles written for the advancing player. I welcome 
any questions or suggestions about future articles. Please send them to the 
publisher. Who knows? You may be mentioned in a future article! Since beginning 
this series, I have been asked about several conventions. Keep asking! Your 
questions give me direction about what the next article should be about. 
 
This month’s article will discuss balancing. To set the stage, the question for this 
article is whether to balance after two passes. There will be separate discussion for 
matchpoints and IMPs, and how the vulnerability affects the decision. We begin 
with matchpoints. 
 
At matchpoints, the scoring table gives the declaring side a real advantage. If the 
opposition can make a part score, they will get a bonus of 50 to go along with the 
trick score. Most part scores will yield a score of 110 or more. Going down one in 
our contract will give up only 50 (not vulnerable) or 100 (vulnerable). We will get 
one matchpoint for every pair whose score we beat, so even a small “win” can be 
really meaningful. These are the same considerations that lead most pairs to play 
3NT rather than five of either minor suit. 
 
We face the question of balancing most often when the opposition opens with a 
major suit that is raised to the two-level, followed by two passes. We could balance 
at the two-level if the opposition has bid hearts. That makes balancing more 
attractive. The opposition is much more likely to double a three-level contract than 
one at the two-level. I recall the story of a pro and client playing at a regional 
tournament. The pro told the client the opposition was never allowed to play in a 
two-heart contract when the opening bid was one-heart and that bid was raised to 
two-hearts. This pair had a 70% game. 
 
The vulnerability has an even larger impact. If we are not vulnerable and not 
doubled, we can go down two tricks and still “win.” If we are vulnerable, going 
down two tricks is almost a sure bottom. The opposition is aware of this. They are 
more likely to double a vulnerable contract and hope for a one-trick set. That will 
give them +200 and almost a sure top. Perhaps because the reward for a one-trick 
defeat is only 100, the opposition is much less likely to double a non-vulnerable 
contract. 
 



The conclusion is that the opposition should rarely be allowed to rest in a contract 
of two hearts or two spades when our side is not vulnerable. When vulnerable, it is 
still a good idea to balance when the opposition bids hearts. I suggest being less 
inclined (only slightly) to balance when the opposition bids spades. 
 
The danger of going down two when vulnerable makes balancing less attractive. 
There is the two-fold problem of going down two tricks (near-zero) or being 
doubled and going down one trick (same near-zero). An expert pair is more likely 
to double, as they understand this point very clearly. When playing an expert pair, 
consider waiting for a hand where balancing seems relatively clear. My experience 
tells me that a relatively clear balancing hand will happen a little more than half the 
time. 
 
There are two obvious ways to balance. One way is to double and the other way is 
to bid a suit or Two No Trump. A double suggests support for all of the unbid 
suits. A suit bid is natural. Two No Trump shows the minor suits if the opposition 
bid Two Hearts, but could show a heart-minor suit combination if the opposition 
bid Two Spades. 
 
A Two No Trump balancing bid shows two suits, but they could be only four cards 
long. The opposition bids Two Spades. There are two passes. We have three 
spades, four hearts, two diamonds and four clubs. We are much more likely to find 
our best contract by bidding 2NT. Suppose our partner has two spades, two hearts, 
five diamonds and four clubs. He is likely to bid diamonds if we double. That 
contract figures to make at least one less trick than a club contract and it is more 
likely to be doubled. 
 
Balancing in a suit is most likely to succeed when we have one five-card suit along 
with some length in the opponent’s suit. Again, suppose the opposition is bidding 
spades. We have four spades, two hearts, five diamonds and two clubs. Our partner 
may have only three diamonds, but he almost certainly has no more than one 
spade. 
 
Finally, a double is only looking for our partner to bid his longest suit. The 
opposition is bidding spades. If our partner has two suits, he can bid 2NT to look 
for our best fit. When the opposition is bidding hearts, 2NT will show both minor 
suits. 
 
When the opposition is willing to stop at the two-level, they are announcing a 
probable maximum of about 22 high-card points. Sometimes, they are underbid. 



We cannot be sure to figure that out before we compete. There are times when 
balancing is wrong. Here are some clues that may help: 
 
* Assuming the opposition has a maximum of 22 high-card points, partner 

would have too many high-card points to pass at his earlier opportunity. 
* Our high-card points are favorably positioned for the opposition. 
* Our high-card points are in the opposition’s suit or suits or are primarily 

defensive (mostly Queens and Jacks). 
* A borderline hand when we are vulnerable against non-vulnerable 

opponents. 
 
These considerations change when we are playing IMPs. It is no great “win” to go 
down one for -50 when the opposition could score +110 in their own contract. It is 
a great “loss” when doubled and we go down two or three tricks (-300 or -500). 
The scoring table at IMPs offers a very small reward for a 60-point “win,” two 
IMPs. It has a large penalty for a 360-point “loss.” This happens when we lose 500 
against the opposition’s 140 gain had we left them in peace. That is a loss of eight 
IMPs. 
 
At matchpoints, four wins against one loss could mean an 80% score, assuming all 
scores are either a top or bottom. At IMPs, these same four wins leave us exactly 
tied with our one loss. There are still many reasons to balance, but the odds are less 
favorable. The one gain at IMPs over matchpoints is that the opposition is less 
likely to double in the hope of defeating our contract by one trick. 
 
So far, we have considered only those hands where we previously passed. The 
considerations do not change when we have bid, but our double following our bid 
promises significantly more strength. The basis for this is that our partner did not 
bid. (See the first bullet point) 
 
Bidding our suit a second time promises a longer and stronger suit besides extra 
strength. Partner did not bid. He is unlikely to have many high-card points when he 
does not bid. He had several ways to show some values. One was to bid his own 
suit. Another is to double to show some strength without have a suit of his own. 
The suit must be stronger as well. The most likely way the opposition will double 
is when they have a few trump tricks. Remember that trump losers are inescapable. 


